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Customer Reviews

This book was basically about drawing the female's face, body, and clothing, there are some nudes in this book:

Chapter 1 - Bishoujo Character Drawing Theory
The topics are: Grasping the key traits of bishoujo characters, Drawing faces, Jawbones-outlines and facial direction, Eyes and irises, Eye types, Eyelashes and eyebrows/how to draw eyes, Managing various pupils/shutting the eyes, Bishoujo eye types, standard eyed girls/droopy eyed girls/up-turned eyed girls, Changing the shape of the eyes with angles, Ears, nose and mouths, Heads and hair, Head depths/hairstyles and foreheads/tying the hair back, Drawing cute characters making faces.

Chapter 2 - Bishoujo Bodies
The topics: Balancing heads and bodies, Drawing waists/drawing slender bodies/shoulder breadth and figures, Flowing bodylines, Bodyline-front view/back lines/side lines-from the armpits to the side, Bending bodies-visually directing cuteness, Drawing breasts, Continuous movement and girls, High and low angles.

Chapter 3 - Situations and Techniques of Expression
The topics: Changing clothes, Taking off jackets, blouses and skirts/putting on t-shirts and jeans, Yukata: japanese dressing gowns, Visual direction with dressing gowns-showing some skin, Taking off clothing before a bath, Bathtub and shower scenes, Soaking in bathtubs/visually directing foam and steam, taking showers/water flowing down the body, Wrapping towels, Around the head/around the body, Working with lingerie, Simple Lingerie/extravagent lingerie, Dressing for bed, Pajamas and negligee/t-shirts, Visual direction effects using sheets, Wrapping characters in sheets/sheets and sleeping poses,
Using tones to express suntans.
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